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Abstract 
Bauwelinckx, T., E. Labie and M.J. Goovaerts, A new approach for loaded credibility premiums, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 37 (1991) 301-314. 
In this contribution a new technique is developed for estimating credibility premiums for risks, containing a 
fraction of the variance of the risk as loading on the net risk premium. This method provides us with another 
approach to the known results for credibility loaded premiums, not having the drawback of estimating an 
approximation of the so-called fluctuation part. In addition the present investigation provides us with an elegant 
extension to loaded premiums in the hierarchical credibility model. The results are obtained in the framework of 
semilinear hierarchical credibility theory. As a byproduct the so-called optimal semilinear credibility result is 
extended to the case of Esscher premiums. In this contribution also the pseudo-estimators, to be solved 
iteratively for the structural parameters appearing in the variance-loaded model, are given. 
1. Introduction 
In the sequel we use the same notation as in [1,8]. We start with the original Biihlmann model 
and reconsider from [8] the following result. When X and Y are two random variables and Y 
must be estimated as a function g(X) of X, the choice yielding the minimal weighted mean 
squared error E[{ Y - g( X)}’ exp( hY)]. is the Esscher premium for Y given X, 
E(YehY]X) 
H(Y]X)= E(ehY]X) . 
It is well known that for small h the Esscher premium approaches the variance principle 
H(Y(X)=E(Y]X)+hVar(Y]X)+O(h2). 
In the original Biihlmann model [3], where Y = X,,, and _X = (X,, . . . , X,)‘, one obtains for 
right-hand side of (1): 
fut+, I&) = 
E( Xt+l eh4+l (3) 
E(ehxf+l I _X) . 
0) 
(2) 
the 
(3) 
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For small h the expansion (2) can then be cast into the following form: 
H(X,+i I&) =E(X,+r IN +hVar(X,+, IX) +0Pr2)7 
which, introducing the risk parameter 0 can still be written as 
H(X,+,I_X)=E(~(~)I_X)+h(E(o2(~)I_X)+Var(~(~)I_X))+O(h2). (4) 
Btihlmann [3] and Centeno de Lourdes [4] then derived credibility estimates for the expected 
value part E( p( 0) I _X), the variance part E( a2( 0) I _X) and the fluctuation part Var( p( 0) I _X) 
both in the classical Btihlmann model as well as in the Btihlmann-Straub model. For the last 
model Centeno de Lourdes considers normal approximations for the problem of the parameter 
estimation. On the other hand, in the manipulation of the fluctuation part for contract j, 
Var(~(~~)I_X,)=E([~(0,)-Ei~(0,)I~)]2~x,), (5) 
two approximations are necessary, namely (i) E( p( 0,) I _xi) is approximated by the linearized 
credibility formula; and (ii) an additional averaging over the entire collective is performed, such 
that 
Var(p(Oj) ]_X) = (1 -z)a, where a = Var(p(O,)). (6) 
These approximations of the fluctuation part are introduced both in the original approach of 
Btihlmann, as well as in the recent approach of Centeno de Lourdes. 
In the present contribution these difficulties are avoided by considering directly credibility 
results for the numerator and denominator in (3). A simple expansion in terms of h then 
provides us credibility like estimates for the right-hand side of (4). Our method also has the 
advantage that it can be extended readily to the case of the Jewel1 hierarchical credibility model. 
The tool in deriving these results is semilinear credibility theory. The interested reader is referred 
to [5] for the basic concepts as well as to [8]. In Section 2 a generalization of optimal semilinear 
credibility is given to Esscher credibility. In Section 3 credibility results for variance-loaded 
premiums in the Btihlmann-Straub model are considered. In the last section new credibility 
estimates for variance-loaded premiums are obtained in the hierarchical model of Jewell. 
2. Optimal semilinear Esscher credibility premiums 
When distance is measured according to the least-squared error, De Vylder [5] has proven the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Xl I 0,. . . , X, I 0 be iid; then g( X,) + * . . +g(X,) is closest tofo(XI+l) (and to 
E(f,(x,+,) I@)) in the least-squares ense, if and only if g is a solution of the equation 
gwl) + (t - 1) %(X2) I &> - E(fo(X2) lx,) = 0. (7) 
Proof. See [5]. 0 
In case distance is measured according to the exponentially weighted least-squared error the 
following result holds. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let XI IO,. . . , X,,, 10 be idd; then g( Xl) + . . . + g( X,) is closest to fO( Xt+l) in the 
exponentially weighted least-squares ense, if and only if g is a solution of the equation 
dxd + ct - ‘> E(dX2) 1 xd = 
E(ehXI+, fo(x,+,) I Xl) 
E(ehX,+, I x) . 
1 
(8) 
Proof. One has to consider the following minimization problem: 
mjnE[[fO(X,,r) -f(X,) - ... -f(X,)]* ehxf+l]. 
Denote the solution to this problem by g; then like in variational calculus we consider 
f(X) =g(X) +ah(X), with h(m) arbitrary. 
Let 
y(a)=E[(f,(X,,,)-g(X,)- ... -g(X,)-ah(Xl)- .a. -ah(X,))*ehK+l]. 
Clearly for g to be optimal, y’(0) = 0 and hence 
E[(f,(X,+,) -g(X,) - ... -g(X,))(h(X,) + ... +h(X,)) ehX,+l] =O. 
Taking into account the symmetry in the variables X1,. . . , X, and conditioning on the variable 
X, provides us with 
E(h(X,){( -g(Xi) - (t - 1) E(g(X2) I &>I E(ehK+l 14) + E(f,(X,+,) ehX,+l I &I}) 
= 0. 
Because this equality has to be satisfied for every choice of h( a), the desired result follows. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Let &h) and &‘(h) denote two unbiased estimators for C#B( h) and its derivative 
t’(h); then &(h)/&h) is an unbiased estimator for +‘(h)/+(h) up to the first order in h in case 
~(0) = 1 and Var($(O)) = 0. 
proof. Consecutively the following set of equalities is obtained: 
E($(h),+(h)) =E($(h)) -h E($(+$(O)) +O(h*) 
= +‘(h)(l -h+‘(O)) -h Cov($(h), i’(0)) + O(h*) 
= 1 +“~;)(,, -h Cov($(h), g(O)) + O(h*) 
6(h) =m+O(h2). •I 
3. Variance-loaded premiums in the Biihlmann-Straub model 
In order to derive credibility estimates for the denominator and the numerator in (3), we first 
note that the same credibility estimator for f(Y) and E( f (Y) I 0) is obtained in case one 
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considers the class of approximating functions g(X) such that E( g( X) IO) = E( f( Y) IO). 
Indeed, let Y=X,+r and _X=(X,,..., X,)‘; then 
E(f(X,+,) -g(N)‘= E((E(f(Xf+J I@) - d_x))2) 
+ qf(X,,J - w(X,+l I w2). (9) 
Consequently it suffices to derive credibility estimates for both numerator and denominator of 
WC+1 I@) = 
E( X,,, ehX,+l 10) 
E(ehK+l IO) 
= p(0) + ha2(0) + O(h2). 01) 
Remark 3.1. Another problem arises if we want to find an estimate for the random variable 
P(@) = P(@) + (~la’( 0). Minimizing the mean squared error would lead to 
E(P(@) I _X) = EbL(@) I_X) + a~ E(02(@) IX) (12) 
without the fluctuation part. However, taking into account 
E(E( X,,, ehX,+l ) 0) 1 _X) 
E(E(eh4+l IO) I _X) =%W I_X) +h[E(a2(@) IX) +Var(d@) IZ)] 
03) + W2), 
the variance-loaded credibility estimate is obtained including the fluctuation part. 
Because first of all the credibility approximation is applied both to the numerator and 
denominator separately and afterwards the division and the development with respect to h are 
performed, the credibility results for the variance-loaded premiums also include an estimate for 
the fluctuation part. This in fact shows that our approach could be performed to the previous 
approaches of variance-loaded credibility premiums. 
Let X0 =fo( X) = ehX and X’=fi(X)=Xe hX; then we aim to deduce credibility estimators 
for E( X0 I 0) and E( X’ I 0) and consequently also for XF+r =fo( X,,,) and X:+, =fi( Xr+,), and 
subsequently the estimates are inserted into the numerator and denominator of (3). To do so we 
introduce some additional notations. 
Notational Remark 3.2. Let 
po( 0) = ehpcQ), R,( 0) = e2hp(B)h2u2( 0), 
j+(O) = p(O) ehp(@), R,(O) = e 2hp%2(0)(h2~2(O) + 2hp(O) + l), 
and consider the Biihlmann-Straub assumptions for contract-indexed j: 
u2( Oj) 
(BSi) E(X,IOj)=~(O,), Var(XjJl@J)=F, Cov(Xs, Xj,I@j)=O, 
JS 
(BS,) the contracts (Oj, _X,) are independent for j = 1,. . . , k. 
(14) 
s+q; 
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The reader is referred to [8] for the introduced notations. 
It is clear from the second assumption under (BS,) that the same credibility results are 
obtained in case all wjs are multiplied by a same, eventually large factor. Then all of the weights 
wjs can be considered as being large. In what follows we suppose however that the X, are 
generated by an averaging procedure of the type 
where now the number of terms in the summation is proportional to wise 
a number of possible interpretations of the credibility weights. 
Lemma 3.3. In case wjs >> 1 are natural weights, one obtains 
(ii) 
under the hypotheses (BS,) and (BS,) of the Btihlmann-Straub model. 
Proof. Let us consider the case i = 0: 
6) E( Xj 1 ej) = E(ehTs ( ej) = ehP(s,)+(h2/2)02(s,)/w,, + 0 
as a consequence of the central limit theorem; 
u’( 0,) 
Var( _Ii$ 1 ej) = E(e2hTs 1 ej) - E2(ehT* 1 ej) = e2hp(@J)h2y 
JS 
= RO(“j) +. 1 
wjs i i 
wy2 ’ 
JS 
and an analogous proof holds in case i = 1. 0 
The reason to consider the normal approximation is due to the fact that for the parameter 
This of course restricts 
estimation in the variance-loaded credibility both Biihlmann and Centeno de Lourdes had to 
introduce the same hypothesis. On the other hand, the reason why this approximation is 
considered now becomes clear because it reduces the more complicated hypothesis coming from 
the Biihlmann-Straub hypothesis to tractable ones. 
In addition, the following notations are introduced. Let Xjs =fi( X,,), and taking into account 
the convention, as usual, 
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where 
z!i) 
Ui(h)wj. 
J = Sf(h) + Wj.ai(h) ’ (17) 
it has to be remarked that in 
corresponding z/“’ with 
s;(h) = E(R,(O,)), 
case the index i is added to X, averaging takes place over the 
In the sequel also the following notations will be used in analogy with the notation of within and 
between variances used in the analysis of variance: 
Theorem 3.4. The following minimal linear least-squares credibility estimates for E(ehX/l+’ IO) and 
for E( XJt+t ehT1+l IO) or for pi( O,), i = 0, 1, are obtained: 
jZi(Oj) = (1 - zj’))m,(h) + zji’XjW, for wJs > 1. (21) 
Proof. Because of Lemma 3.3 the result follows directly from the results of the Biihlmann-Straub 
model for net premiums. See [8]. 0 
We still have to derive estimates for the structural parameters ai, s,?, mi. Therefore we 
formulate the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. The following quantities are unbiased estimators for the corresponding structural. 
parameters: 
A,(h) = Xi,,,, (22) 
$ ( h ) = k(tw: 1) cov,( xjs, x;J, 
i,(h) = w*- 
We?- CT= IWjf 
[w.. Co+,;, T(L) - (k- l)J'(h)]. 
(23) 
(24) 
Proof. Calculate the conditional covariances of the terms given in (19) and (20) making use of 
(18) and (14). 0 
Remark 3.6. It should be noted that all of the estimates as well as the resulting credibility factor 
depend on the parameter h in both cases i = 0, 1. 
In order to obtain the approximation of the Esscher premium up to order h, neglecting terms 
in 0( h2) we have to expand the structural parameters in terms of h. 
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Expanding fi2,( h), .$( h) and a^,( h) as a power series in h up to the order indicated provides 
us with Theorems 3.7 and 3.8. 
Let us define the corresponding quantities Gz, i2, a^ in the classical Biihlmann-Straub model 
for net premiums as usual: 
f&=x 
ZW) i2 = k(twI l) CovW (xjs ) xJs > ) 
a^= W.. 
W.T- Cy=,wj2 
(W..COV,( Xjs, xjJ) - ck- ‘)“]* 
Theorem 3.7. The following expressions can be obtained: 
6&(h) = 1 + h& + ;h’X,‘, + 0( h3), 
where 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) i;(h) =h2 s^2+ $?I) Cov,( Xis, x,:) 
I 
+ 0(h4), 
S,(h) =h2 a^+ hw2 
w.f- Cg=lwj~ 
(cov,( xjs, 3.) - 
i;(h) =.F2+ k;th:;) Cov,( Xjs, X;) + 0(h2), (30) 
a^,(h)=a^+2h w.’ 
w.T - c$_,w,! 
{cov,(x,,, x,:) - krt_~)co%(x,,~ $,i +O(h2L 
(31) 
where &, aA, i2 are, as can be seen aboue, the corresponding structural parameters appearing in the 
Biihlmann-Straub model for the case of net credibility premiums. 
Proof. Let us consider the case $(h) taking into account the definition of Cov,; then this 
expression can be cast into the following form: 
ah) = k(fl1) j=l s=l wJs ; i .(xj!$/;j’. (32) 
Developing XJt and XJ?,+ in terms of powers of h and inserting in (32), the following set of 
308 
equalities is obtained: 
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2 
+ 0( h2) 
Xjs- i FXjst 
f wjst 
s’=l J’ 
xi- c yxJ$ 
s’=l J’ 
=t2+ /qt_1) 2hw.. COV,( Xjs, X;) + O(h2). 0 
The results of Theorem 3.7 can be used to derive the expansion of an estimate of the Esscher 
premium H( X t+l 1 _X) up to order h raising the variance-loaded credibility premium with loading 
proportional to the fraction h of the variance. We formulate this result as Theorem 3.8. 
Theorem 3.8. Under the Biihlmann-Straub hypotheses (BS,) and (BS,) and under the assumption 
of large natural weights wJs, the following approximation for the Esscher premium H( X, + , 1 _X) up 
to order h, and hence for the variance-loaded premium, is given by 
(1 - z,)+I + zjxjw 
+h (1 -zj)x&+zjX; 
+{w.?-2;,w;( cov,( XV xJ2s) - $\) 
covw( Xj$, X_$)( ;) 
2zi’ 
- G k(tw: 1) covW( xjs9 xJ2s) 
J’ 
i 
2 
-2 ; 1 W.T We! - C$= 
1 
wjt i covB ( xjs 3 
x { xjw - hi} - ((1 - Zj)k + ZjXjJ2 (33) 
Proof. This result can be obtained inserting the expressions for a^,( h) and si( h) (up to order h) 
into (17). This gives 
Z,(h) =a^,+a^;‘)h, i,?(h) = &? + $?(*)h, 
where the coefficients a^,, 6;‘) as well as $? and $,? are provided by Theorem 3.7. 
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Next z/(j) (neglecting terms in h*) is obtained as a linear function in h and plugged in as a 
semilinear estimator both in the numerator and denominator in (3), corresponding to the 
Biihlmann-Straub model. This gives 
z(‘) = z(i.o) 
J J 
+ hzy’) + o( h2), (34) 
where 
z(i,Q 
aiw,. 
= 
J 
s,’ + wj.ai ’ 
z!i,l) 
a!‘)w. 
’ J’ i s?(l) + a!“w,.) aiwj. ’ = - 
J 
s,? + wj.ai SF + aiwj. 
2. 
(35) 
(36) 
As a last step the obtained expression is developed in terms of h to provide the desired result. 
One could use another unbiased estimator for the structural parameter a,(h), which really 
only a pseudo-estimator, since its definition includes the parameter a,(h) to be estimated. 
Theorem 3.9. An unbiased estimator for ai( h) is given by 
is 
Z,(h) = & Czji’( h)( xjw - xg’. (37) 
Proof. Proceeds along the same line as the corresponding theorem in the problem of parameter 
estimation in the case of net credibility premiums because of Lemma 3.3. Si( h) can be rewritten 
as 
G,(h) = & (38) 
where one must substitute 
z;“(h) = 
aj(h)wj. 
s,?(h) + ai(h)wj. * ’ 
Notational Remark 3.10. 
(i,O) 
z(‘.O’ = 5L_ 
J z(i,O) ’ 
Let 
,<i.O),(i.r) 
To get a numerical value for a^, and for 6:” we have to solve the following system of 
equations. 
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Case i = 1: 
+ktl czj' 
k (1 I) 
i 
Xjw - ; Z,?,“‘Xj,, 
Case I = 0. we know thiti 
j’=l 
. 
zo( h) = h2( 5, + ha^f’ + o(P)), 
so we have the system of equations: 
2 
k 
i 
2 
(OJ) 
'8'= ktl ]Flzj 
(41) 
; z/?Jyw - ;: zj(iJ)xjrw 
j’=l j’=l I 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
In both cases (i = 0, 1) the system of equations giving rise to both parameters ai and a!‘) has 
to be solved numerically and iteratively. It has to be noted that in case of (41) and (44) the 
classical equation for estimating a^ (of the classical Biihlmann-Straub model) is found again. 
Consequently the credibility premium with h = 0 reduces to the well-known credibility result. It 
should be noted also that the present investigation generalizes the previous approaches in the 
sense that now also for the variance-loaded premiums the system of equations determining the 
pseudo-estimators implicitly is derived. From the numerical point of view, it has to be remarked 
that the equations (41) and (44) have to be solved respectively for a^, and 6,. The obtained 
results are subsequently inserted in (42) and (45) respectively, and the remaining equations 6~” 
and #’ are solved. Another advantage of this approach lies in the fact that these results can 
immediately be extended to the hierarchical model of Jewel1 as will be shown in the following 
section. Cl 
4. Variance-loaded premiums in the hierarchical model of Jewel1 
For a complete description of the model the interested reader is referred to [8]. 
In the case of the hierarchical model of Jewel1 we have to estimate 
We consider the ratio of the two quantities corresponding to i = 0 and i = 1 and perform the 
development in terms of h. Of course these results can also be extended to the case of a 
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multilevel hierarchical credibility model for variance-loaded premiums, much in the same way as 
the extension described in [2] for net premiums. 
In the hierarchical model with two levels we recall the Jewel1 conditions (Ji) to (J,), namely for 
a sector p consisting of the set of variables 
(OP,@+, X,,)=OP,O,,j, XPjr, j=l,..., k,, r=l,..., tpj, 
and the contract ( p, j) consists of the variables 
( OPj, zPj) = OPj, XPjr, r = 1,. . . , tpj. 
We suppose that the following hypotheses hold. 
(Jr) The sectors are independent: (O,, @+,, X,) is independent of (OPT, @+,!, XPr); 
(J2) for each p=l,..., P and for given values of OP = OPf, the contracts ( OPj, _X) are 
conditionally independent; 
(J3) for each p = 1,. . . , P, j = 1, . . . , k, and for given values of ( OP, OPj) the observations _X 
are conditionally independent; 
(J4) all pairs of variables (O,, O,,), for p = 1, . . . , P, j = 1, . . . , k,, are identically distributed; 
(J,) EIXPj,lO,, o,~] =/A(@,,, Opj)> forall r=l,...,tpj, 
COV[_X,, I@p, @pj] =a2(0p? opj)wpj3 
where wP, is a diagonal matrix with l/w jr as element on the r th diagonal place. 
It should be noted that ~(a, .) and u 1 (-, .) do not depend on the subscripts p, j and r. 
Under the hypothesis of large natural weights wPjS ( >> 1) the following structural parameters 
are of interest: 
(i) m,(h) = rn:’ = E(vi(@p)) = E(Pi(@p, @pj)) = E(Xjjs); 
(ii) s;(h) = E( Rf( OP, OPj)); 
(iii) a,(h) = E(Var(pi(Op, O,,) IO,)); 
(iv) bi( h) = Var( vi( 0,)). 
Much in the same way as in the case of net-hierarchical credibility premiums one can prove 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Under the hypotheses (Jr)-(J,) an d . m case of large natural weights wpjS, the following 
results hold. 
(1) The optimal least-squares estimator of pi( Op, O,,) of the form 
; 5 g CqjrX&_ 
q=l j=l r=l 
is given by 
/Ii (0,) Opj) = mi - zj>)rn, + z(‘JX’ with zci> = aithlwpj 
Pf P/W’ 
pJ s?(h) +ai(h)wpj’ 
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(2) The optimal least-squares estimates of p.,(O,, OPj) of the form 
t 1’1 
‘PjO - C ‘PjsxPjs 
S=l 
read 
fi, (0,) Gpj) = m, - z6i)rni + z6;jXLjw, with z(‘! = (a;(h) + b,(h)b,,. 
” s,?(h) + (a,(h) +b;(h))w,,.’ 
(3) The optimal least-squares estimator for vi ( 0,) reads 
cj(op) = (1 - zF))mj + zF)Xjr,,,, with zf)= a~ch~~~~~I (;). 
I I zPe 
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows the same lines as in the case of the corresponding 
theorem for net credibility premiums in [8]. III 
Theorem 4.2. The following unbiased estimators can be obtained: 
$2(h) = $ i ; i w~~~(X;~~-X~/~)‘, withy= 5 2 (tpJ-l)+, 
p=l j=l s=l p=l j=l 
k?,(h) = f ; i z;~(X;~~-X;~,)~, 
p=l j=l 
with 
c= ; (kp-l), 
p=l 
6;(h) = & 
p=l 
To get a numerical value for a^,( h) and 6;(h) we have to distinguish between the two different 
estimators given in Theorem 4.1. 
(1) Let 
z”! = a;(h)wpj. 
” s,!(h) +ai(h)wPj. * 
Notational Remark 4.3. 
(i.0) 
a!O)w 
1 PJ' 
zpj = 
,2(O) + w a(o) ’ 
zG:l) 
a!‘)w 
I PJ' 
PJ = 
I PJ’ ’ 
,2(O) + w a!‘) I PJ’ I 
z(i:l) 
z(!,U = PJ 
zu:O)z(i,u 
PJ P’ - - 
PJ ,030) . P’ 
s2(l) + wPJ.a,(‘) 1 ajO)wpj. 
,2(O) + w I &!O’ s?-(O) + a~“‘wpj. ’ PJ” ’ 
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Case i= 1: 
Case i = 0: The system of equations to get a numerical value for Zo( h) reads 
For Lo,< h) we have 
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(2) Let 
CaiCh) +bi(h))wpj* 
4?= S,*(h) + (a;(h) + bi(h))Wp,. . 
Notational Remark 4.4. 
(r.0) = 
(a,‘“’ + bj”) wpjm 
‘pi ,2(O) + (aP’ + go’) wpj. ’ 
I 
z(iTl) 
(aj’) + b,“‘) wpj. (Up + b!“) Wpj_ $,2(l) + (U,“’ + bj”) wpje 
PJ = s!O) + (a,(O) + by’) WpJ_ - ,Sl?(0) + ( ajo) + bjo’) Wpj. S?(O) + (a?’ + b!“) wpj. ’ 
z(i&U (1.1) 
z((vO) = PJ 
z(i:O)z(iJ) 
PJ P' - - 
PJ z(i,O) ’ 
z(i:l) = ‘PJ 
PJ ,(l.O) (i.0) * . 
P’ P’ 
i 1 =P- 
For this value of zii), we become the same equations as in the previous case. The only distinction 
is that we have to solve the systems of equations for a^, and b, simultaneously. 
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